NEW Longman Literature

Longman provides an excellent selection of full-length classic and contemporary works by major writers. Selected titles are accompanied by online teaching support and many titles include notes. For a complete list of available titles, visit www.longman.co.uk or contact your local Pearson Longman office.

- We have the best new authors and the best new titles – Award-winners and best-sellers chosen by an expert panel.
- We have the broadest selection of contemporary works by major writers.
- There is a selection of full-text classic and contemporary works.
- Longman provides an excellent value for money.
- These unabridged texts have an extensive glossary, introduction and extensive activities to support and motivate advanced level learners.
- Written for advanced level literature students and enthusiasts.
- An introduction to the most important British and Irish writers, from Chaucer and Shakespeare to Agatha Christie and Irvine Welsh.
- Features illustrations, charts and a glossary of literary and cultural terms.
- Written for advanced level literature students and enthusiasts.

**Book** 978 0 5824 6567 1 / 272 pages

**The Penguin Guide to Literature in English: Britain and Ireland**

Ronald Carter and John McRae

- An introduction to the most important British and Irish writers, from Chaucer and Shakespeare to Agatha Christie and Irvine Welsh.
- Features illustrations, charts and a glossary of literary and cultural terms.
- Written for advanced level literature students and enthusiasts.

**Animal Farm George Orwell**

The animals take over the farm, and plan a world where all animals are equal.

- Animal Farm is a powerful study of the use and abuse of political power.
- Book 978 0 5822 7524 9 / 128 pages

**Best Detective Stories of Agatha Christie Agatha Christie**

Hercule Poirot, Miss Marple and ex-Inspector Evans all feature in these classic mystery stories.

- Book 978 0 5822 7523 2 / 160 pages NOT AVAILABLE IN CANADA